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Android open camera app intent

As smartphone cameras become more sophisticated, there are many free camera apps that make your photos even better. The best free camera apps for Android are great alternatives or companions to your stock camera. The stock camera on your phone is worth a try before downloading a third-party app. Pixel
phones have the Google camera built in, while Samsung, LG, and offer alternative cameras. The stock camera may have all the features you need, including filters, editing functions, a timer function, shooting modes like panorama and others. Pixel phones have a fast camera that can achieve bokeh effect (blurry
background quality) and has built-in optical image stabilization. It also supports 4K video. The front camera has a portrait mode for perfect selfies. Pixel users also get unlimited free full resolution photo storage on Google Photos, which is a big plus. Meanwhile, the latest Samsung Galaxy smartphones have dual lenses
for blurry background effect and improved low light performance. LG's latest models rely on artificial intelligence (AI) to identify a scene and choose the best shooting mode. Even many of Android's inexpensive lines, such as Zenphones Asus, HTC Androids and Huawei models feature dual-lens cameras, selfie-
enhancing filters, and more. To get the most out of your built-in camera, make sure your smartphone is up to date and take a look at the settings; there may be features you haven't discovered yet. Still, if you find that your value camera lacks or doesn't have a flagship smartphone, consider one of the following apps.
Candy Camera is a free camera app that gets an option from editors from the Google Play store and focuses on selfies. It has filters intended to make photos more flattering, beauty features including makeup, stickers, and a collage maker. You can see examples of what Candy Camera can do on her Facebook and
Instagram pages. CYmera from SK Communications includes filters, collages, skin correction tools, stickers and a wide range of editing tools; edit photos from other apps, including Camera360 and VSCO. The camera app can be downloaded for free, and while your list mentions in-app purchases, all filters, effects and
other in-store tools in the app are also free. The Open Camera app is free and is almost the perfect complement to Android, as both are open source. It also offers a total of features such as image stabilization, GPS tagging, a timer and more. Photoshop has been long time the access software for photographers, and
their mobile app does not disappoint. The free Photoshop Express app includes all kinds of editing features, including cropping, rotating, flipping, watermarking, and correction tools. It also allows you to create photo collages and even print them from the app. Camera360: Selfie Photo Editor (free with in-app purchases;
$0.99 - $4.99) includes lens filters that can be used while taking a photo, as well as a photo editor and sticker library. You win a choice of publishers on Google Store. Thank you for let us know! Tell us why! Another year has come to an end, so what better time to look back and round out some of the best Android apps
you should be using? We have chosen Android apps that exceeded expectations in a number of categories. From the best mobile game to the best productivity app, this list shows you the best of what Android has to offer, starting in January 2020. Best Apps for Android – Overview Best Mobile Game – Call of Duty
MobileBest Photos and Gallery App – 1GalleryBest Video Streaming App – NetflixBest News App – FlipboardBest Note Take App – Google KeepBest Productivity App – Any.doBest VPN App – Private Internet AccessBest Cloud Storage App – Google DriveB Shoppingest App – Microsoft Edge (With Honey)Best Team
Chat App – Google SlackBest Fitness : Mobile broke records by reaching 100 million downloads in its first week. It's no surprise when you break it down. Call of Duty: Mobile is the first remake of Real Smartphone from Call of Duty, the world's most popular first-person shooting game. There have been a lot of Call of Duty
mobile games before this, but nothing gets so close to replicating what console versions do. Expect classic maps, traditional game modes like team death combat and search and destroy, and other hits like zombies and real battle. I turn on what made PUBG mobile so popular around the world, Call of Duty: Mobile has
stunning 3D graphics and touch controls that are intuitive for anyone to play. It's easy to get to your hands with the game and jump into action. But the variety of game modes and progression system will keep players coming back, perhaps even more than PUBG Mobile. Best Photos &amp; Gallery App – 1Gallery
1Gallery is a great new gallery app released for Android in 2019 that can be used to edit photos, videos, view your past memories, and also keep your media safe. The most noteworthy feature of 1Gallery is that you can hide photos and folders and lock them behind a PIN, password or fingerprint ID. All content hidden in



1Gallery is encrypted so your files should be safe from being viewed by others, as long as you don't turn on any cloud backup services. 1Gallery has some basic photo editing tools to allow you to crop, rotate or add filters to your photos. You can also crop videos to cut content. There is much more available in 1Gallery,
such as a light and dark theme, and file support for RAW, SVG and more. Best Video Streaming App - Netflix The TV and Movie Streaming Space has some big names on it, but Netflix, the forerunner of the niche, is still The front. Netflix has reinvested its huge winnings to bring out the title after the exclusive content title.
Of course, both Amazon Prime, HBO and even Disney+ are doing the same thing, but Netflix has been doing it longer and they've built a great selection of shows. Netflix is also investing in regional content, so if you're from the US, UK, South South or anywhere else, you can expect to find content for you, both from third-
party sources and from Netflix-exclusive content. The Netflix app is also greatly designed and easy to search for, favorite and even download your favorite content. Best News App - Flipboard When Flipboard first grew up in success, it was an innovative app. Flipboard may be showing its age, after launching 10 years
ago, but it still has one of the best systems to cure its own news experience. With Flipboard you can choose your areas of interest and the app will give you a mix of selected content from editors and automatically suggested content via Flipboard algorithms. As you use Flipboard more, you can really spend more time
turning the app into your own personal news space. You can create personal journals to include your favorite fonts for particular topics. For example, it is possible to create one magazine for esports, and another for, for example, golf. Best Note Taking App – Google Keep There are many powerful note-taking apps on
Android, but Google Keep stands out for its convenience. Taking note is all about being able to scribble thoughts and plans as quickly as possible, but taking notes apps should elevate you by making sure your notes are really readable in the future and easily find through search. That's why Google Keep gets the place
here in our 2019 summary of Android apps. Simply open the app, tap the plus button and your new note will be created. From here you have controls to quickly add images, text, photos, voice recordings or checkboxes. With Google Keep having the power of Google behind it, these simple features are amplified. For
example, your voice recordings are transcribed and you'll get a full-text version to accompany it. This makes it easy to find specific voice notes. You can organize notes into different categories, share with others, and even transcribe photo text. And, with which it's linked to your Google Account, all notes sync to any
device on which you access Google Keep on. Best Productivity App - Any.do For when you need more than just a note-taking app, Any.do will do perfectly. Start by creating a small note for something you need to do. For example, buy a birthday present. From there, you can start slotting on more tasks, set deadlines,
and synchronize all tasks with your calendar. Any.do has great integration with other applications as well. You can use Alexa or Google Assistant to schedule hands-free tasks. You can also create tasks and set reminders on WhatsApp. You can sign in to your Google profile and all with all the devices you use, which
also makes it easy to be organized and productive all day, every day. Best VPN App – Private Internet Access There are many free VPNs, but we have chosen to choose a VPN with a paid subscription. More specifically, a VPN app that we can trust. When you connect to a VPN, you're sending all your data through a
third-party server, which means you have to trust Third parties. Many free VPN apps, and even some paid ones, will keep records of your data, and often claim in their terms that they can send that data to third-party providers. This is more of a threat to your privacy than not using a VPN at all. Private Internet access
doesn't keep records about you, and using the VPN for new Netflix content works like many others. With PIA, you can change locations to up to 33 countries and set exclusions or inclusions for the per-app VPN. Private Internet access also has unlimited bandwidth for users at a reasonable price: $9.99 per month, or
$74.99/year. Best Cloud Storage App – Google Drive With an Android phone, you'll find it hard not to use your Google account, especially when it comes to syncing. Therefore, it's no wonder that we suggest Google Drive as the best cloud storage option on Android. All accounts get 15GB of storage for free, you get
built-in Google documents, spreadsheets, and presentations. You can store anything in Google Drive, from important documents to memorable movies and photos. Although, we recommend downloading Google Photos for the latter to take advantage of its unlimited photo storage. Google's powerful search features are
also useful in Google Drive for finding specific files. In terms of backup, everything syncs through your Google Account, so you can set up automatic backup for files and photos. Best Shopping App - Microsoft Edge (with Honey) We've chosen Microsoft Edge as the best shopping app in 2019 because it now comes with
an integrated honey integration. Honey is an app that can automatically apply coupon codes at the time of purchase to hundreds of different websites. This way, you can buy what you like online and hopefully find a better deal. Honey doesn't have a standalone app for Android yet, but we like it that way. Apple's
standalone app is a bit of a mess. It forces you to go through the app to buy items, and you have to deal with Honey directly when it comes to ordering. In contrast, Honey's integration into Microsoft Edge reflects the Honey desktop extension. To turn it on, go to Microsoft Edge settings, tap coupons, and select Activate
Honey. Best Team Chat App - Slack Microsoft Teams is a close finalist, but for us Slack is still the best choice to collaborate with others, manage chats between large groups of users, and keep track of everything important. One of the main problems with chat apps is that not everyone will be online to see all messages,
so a you need to have a powerful search feature so users can catch up when they're online. Slack's search engine is very powerful. You can search by time constraints, such as messages between time periods or very specific dates. You can search for messages that contain certain words, search certain channels for
certain phrases, or learn more about Slack's search tools here. Slack also has great support for application integrations, making task management easier third-party platforms such as Trello, Google Drive and Zendesk. You can also direct messages or call members of your Slack team or send messages notifying them in
chat with @commands. Best Fitness App - Google Fit One of the reasons Google apps become so highly qualified is because Google isn't trying to sell additional features with its apps – they just want to improve the user experience on your Stock Android operating system. This means that Google Fit, like many other
Google apps, is full of features for free. Google Fit has all the typical things you'd expect, such as a step counter, a running and biking workout tracker, and additional exercise tracking when using an Android smartwatch. But Google Fit also has a new redesigned approach to just staying mobile. You are given a log of
minutes of movement, which tracks every time you do simple things like walking down the stairs or getting up from your office for a coffee. You also get heart points that track each time you do a minute of moderate activity. With these features, you can focus on being more active when you can't fit into a workout, as well
as gain motivation to go exercise when you have more free time. Summary that takes us to the end of our summary of the best android apps. This list serves to show the best that Android has to offer in a number of different categories, but if you feel like we are missing something, feel free to contact us. We.
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